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September 10 , 2022 

HDFC Bank & IEG: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 HDFC Bank has signed an MoU with the Institute of Economic Growth ( IEG ) to fund 

a chair to carry out independent research. It would be known as ' HDFC Bank Chair of 

Banking and Finance ' and would be housed at the IEG campus , New Delhi.  

 It will support IEG for this chair for over five years with a funding support of ₹ 6.75 crore , 

with effect from 1 September 2022. 

 

NMHC: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 Ministry of Ports , Shipping and Waterways will build a National Maritime Heritage 

Complex ( NMHC ) at the site of the Indus Valley civilisation in Lothal , Gujarat.  

 A first of its kind complex in India , this centre will showcase India's rich and diverse 

maritime heritage. The foundation stone for the NMHC project was laid by PM Modi and the 

consent for the master plan was given in March 2019. 
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Vande Bharat 2: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 Indian Railways will be introducing the new avatar of high - speed train Vande Bharat 

called Vande Bharat 2.  

 It will be equipped with more advancements and improved features like 0 to 100 Kmpl speed 

in just 52 seconds , maximum speed up to 180 Kmph , and lesser weight of 392 tons instead 

of 430 tons.  

 In the new design , photo - catalytic ultraviolet air purification system has also been installed. 
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EMC: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 The government has sanctioned an electronics manufacturing cluster ( EMC ) in Pune at 

an investment of Rs 500 cr. The EMC will come up in Ranjangaon Phase - III. The 

project will be set up over an area of 297 acre of land parcel.  

 The proposal has been approved by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology ( 

MeitY ). The Central govt assistance for the project will be around Rs 208 cr. 
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MRSSA: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 The Meghalaya government has launched a multi - purpose online portal Meghalaya 

Residents Safety and Security Act ( MRSSA ).  

 It will ensure the safety and security of the residents , gather intelligence inputs and make the 

process of delivery of numerous government services better.  

 The digitisation process would connect more than 6,000 villages and localities across 

Meghalaya to the online system. 
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Assam government: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 Assam government has decided to create a new school education department by 

merging existing elementary and secondary education departments.  

 With this , all officers and staff of the two departments will come under the administrative 

control of the new school education department.  

 It has been done to facilitate the implementation of the National Education Policy 2020 . 

Assam CM : Himanta Biswa Sarma. 
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Family ID: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 Uttar Pradesh government will provide a unique farm ID similar to Aadhaar number to 

the farmers of the state. It will be linked with Aadhaar to provide them benefits of all 

govt schemes. 

 Apart from this , Uttar Pradesh Government will also start providing ' Family ID ' to those 

families who are not getting any kind of benefits from the government schemes till now. 
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NTPC: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 NTPC Ltd has entered into an agreement to supply Renewable Energy Power to the 

armed forces ( Military Engineering Services ). 

 This is the first such agreement by the Indian armed forces for sourcing power from 

Renewable Energy sources.  

 This agreement will help towards the gradual decarbonization of the armed forces . NTPC Ltd 

Founded : 1975. HQ : New Delhi. 
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Make in India: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 Indian railways for the first time has floated a tender to invite private players to build a high - 

speed wheel plant under the Make in India initiative.  

 Under this move , Railway will procure 80,000 wheels per year with a total cost of 600 crore 

rupees & manufacturing will take place in the country only.  

 Currently , Railways imports the bulk of its wheels from countries like Ukraine & 

Germany. 
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Sahitya Puraskar Award: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 Telugu actor Tanikella Bharani was conferred with the annual Sahitya Puraskar of the 

Lok Nayak Foundation in September 2022. Mizoram Governor Hari Babu 

Kambhampati presented the award to Bharani in Visakhapatnam.  

 The award is given annually to a person credited with service for the cause of Telugu 

literature. The Lok Nayak Foundation has been giving this annual award for the past 18 years. 
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MRI: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5) 

 New Delhi's Inter - University Accelerator Centre ( IUAC ) has successfully developed 

India's first superconducting magnet system used in MRI machines.  

 The IUAC has developed a 1.5 Tesla superconducting MRI magnet system , which is like the 

heart of the MRI machine.  

 It will enable indigenous production of MRI machines in India. At present , India depends on 

100 % import for MRI machines. 
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PLI: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 NITI Aayog on 9 September 2022 approved 32 beneficiaries under the production - 

linked incentive ( PLI ) scheme for large - scale electronics manufacturing.  

 This is the first - ever disbursement under any PLI scheme. Padget Electronics Pvt Ltd , a 

domestic company , is the first beneficiary approved to receive incentive under mobile 

manufacturing. 
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Britain's King Charles: 

(vImportance level-3/5) 

 Britain's King Charles has named his eldest son William and daughter - in - law Kate the 

Prince and Princess of Wales. He and his late wife Diana previously held these titles. Prince 

William is the grandson of Queen Elizabeth II.  

 Charles , who became Prince of Wales in 1958 , automatically became king on the death of 

his mother , Queen Elizabeth , in September 2022. 
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World Suicide Prevention Day : 10 September: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 World Suicide Prevention Day is an awareness day observed on 10 September every 

year. Its goal is to spread the message of preventing suicides , far & wide. 

 It was established in 2003 by the International Association for Suicide Prevention in 

conjunction with the World Health Organization.  

 " Creating hope through action " is the triennial theme for World Suicide Prevention Day 

from 2021-2023 . 
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Ranji Trophy: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 Sikkim will host Ranji trophy matches for the first time in December 2022. Along with Ranji 

Trophy matches , Sikkim will also play two Cooch Behar Trophy matches , and three Col CK 

Nayudu Trophy matches at the same cricket ground. 

 

 

Important Editorial Analysis: 

End of an era: 
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 The passing of Queen Elizabeth II, the United Kingdom’s longest serving monarch who 

reigned for over 70 years, marks the end of an era for British monarchy. Her tenure as Head 

of State began during the early post-War years and witnessed a paradigm-changing shift in 

the balance of political power from the British empire to the Commonwealth, and the 

emergence of free, post-colonial nations.  

 During her time on the throne the Cold War came to an end and so too did the U.K.’s 47-year 

experiment as a member of the European Union. No fewer than 15 U.K. Prime Ministers 

came and went while she reigned, from Winston Churchill to Liz Truss. Her rule was not 

without controversy.  

 On the personal front she suffered an “ annus horribilis” in 1992, when the marriages of three 

of her children broke down and Windsor Castle was damaged by fire. In the aftermath of the 

death of King Charles’ former wife, Diana, in a car accident in Paris in 1997, criticism was 

levelled at the monarchy for shying away from public response.  

 Despite these occasional setbacks, Queen Elizabeth has consistently enjoyed a high 

favourability rating among the British public, 75% according to a recent poll. Observers 

attribute this to her stubborn silence on political issues, a “closed book” approach that allowed 

subjects, critics, and outsiders to project onto her and the royal family, whatever they wished 

to.  
 Her passing however raises complex questions regarding the state of the monarchy vis-à-vis 

the Commonwealth realms and the prognosis for the latter’s continuing evolution in a vastly 

different socioeconomic milieu compared to the Elizabethan era.  

 Consider, for example, the debate in Australia, where there is a popular movement to 

reposition the country as a Republic, particularly in the context of the administration of Prime 

Minister Anthony Albanese being keen to set up a treaty with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander communities.  

 In 2021, Barbados became the 18th country to remove the British monarch from the role of 

head of state. Other than these two nations and the U.K., the British monarch remains the 

head of the state in Antigua and Barbuda, Belize, Canada, Grenada, Jamaica, New Zealand, 

Papua New Guinea, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Solomon 

Islands, The Bahamas, and Tuvalu. At least six Caribbean nations have hinted at following 

the Barbados example.  

 However, the broader Commonwealth group of 56 nations, of which India and other South 

Asian countries are members, remains intact, thanks in large part to the critical role that the 

Queen played in championing the organisation and maintaining its relevance. As epochal was 

her rule, so too could the impact of her passing be on the mission and prospects of the 

Commonwealth. 

Staying the course: 

 Over this week, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman spoke at length on India’s inflation 

battle, signalling it is no longer as ‘red-lettered’ a priority as there are more big picture 

pursuits such as creating jobs, sustaining growth and ensuring equitable wealth distribution.  

 The Government, she remarked, has shown its ability to tackle inflation, having brought it 

down to a somewhat ‘manageable’ level in the last couple of months. The Finance Ministry 

expects inflationary pressures to be ‘capped’ due to steps taken by the central bank and the 
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Government since consumer inflation hit an eight-year high of 7.8% this April and the recent 

dip in commodity prices.  

 Though July’s retail inflation of 6.71% was a relief, it still remained uncomfortably above the 

6% official tolerance threshold. Price rise in rural India has been much sharper — averaging 

7.6% in the first four months of 2022-23 and over 7% through 2022 so far, compared to the 

overall average consumer inflation of 7.14% and 6.79% for the two time-frames, respectively.  

 While headline monthly numbers affect sentiment, a prolonged spell of high inflation is more 

deleterious for households’ ability and propensity to spend, denting demand and growth 

impulses that may catalyse fresh investments from industry.  

 The uneven monsoon so far could further weaken rural demand even as worries about lower 

sowing of paddy and pulses are spurring their prices higher in recent weeks. The RBI believes 

that inflation has peaked in India, but Deputy Governor Michael Patra is not entirely 

convinced about the ‘durability’ of moderating prices despite lower commodity costs, noting 

that upside risks persist.  

 The Consumer Price Index (CPI) for August due next week, some reckon, could take inflation 

closer to 7% again, partly because food price rise, that accounts for 45% of the CPI and had 

dipped to a five-month low in July, may have resurged. While one should hope the worst is 

behind, it is too early to let the guard down.  

 On Thursday, Ms. Sitharaman said that monetary policy tools such as interest rate hikes alone 

cannot tame inflation and nudged the RBI to not be ‘as synchronised’ with its developed 

world counterparts when growth needs to be unfettered. The emphasis on a multi-pronged 

approach to contain inflation, including better logistics, fiscal and trade policy moves, such as 

the export duty imposed on rice later that evening, is correct.  

 Her flagging of wide variations in States’ inflation trends and linking higher inflation in some 

States to their failure to cut petroleum prices may be a tad political. But the Government must 

act expeditiously on her call for a mechanism where the Centre and States work together to 

tackle price rise.  

 That would be more effective in ensuring that inflation’s immediate term moderation is 

durable and it can be re-activated so that future policy reactions are quicker, more sure-footed 

and cohesive. 

 


